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Riana’s Health Skin Care Clinic

The development of DermeClean arose from the need of professionals to do correction
procedures on eyebrows.

Through intensive research it was revealed that the methods used by professionals to
neutralize and camouflage in order to correct the problems due to eyebrow drawing with
coarse, disfigured, crooked and dark, were not effective and that there were dissatisfied
customers because of the result.
After studies and research, the company DERMIUS launched the first pigments
remover, the DermeClean 1.0 version, it was a laptop that could electrocautery through
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their electrical waves cause cauterization of pigmented cells, occurring destruction
thereof and through the natural process healing, whitening and permanent removal of
the pigment, so simple and safe .
The company DERMIUS always concerned about providing the very latest in
technology, developed after many studies a new version of DermeClean, this new
version of the DermeClean it no longer is electrocautery and becomes an ultrasound,
which has not only action to remove permanent makeup pigments, as well as removing
freckles and age spots, this new version provides more comfort to the investor and the
customer because its action is less sensitive, its waves strike directed from the most
superficial layer of the epidermis, STRATUM CORNEUM *, to the STRATUM
SPINOSUM** of the epidermis, providing security for both the applicator and for the
customer.
As DermeClean works?
Unlike other equipment that have the same function of removing stains and dyes,
DermeClean can remove all types of pigments, as different from the laser it cannot
remove the yellow color containing titanium, it does not correlate with color pigment for it
can remove all kinds of pigments and colors including yellow camouflage containing
titanium.
Advantages of DermeClean:
– Does not harm the lower layers of the epidermis
– Application located on very sensitive areas
– Disposable tips (biosafety)
– Does not damage or destroy hair follicles
– Removes the tissue regardless of color or texture
– Removes any coloring pigments
– Simple application with use of topical anesthetic
* Stratum Corneum
Most superficial skin tissue formed by cells that accumulate granules queratineos,
formed when there is disruption of lysosmal membranes and release of lysosmal
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enzymes that eventually cause cell death. The dead cells filled with keratin are then
matured and form the stratum corneum (SC).
** Stratum Spinosum
Stratum spinosum is the fourth of the five layers that make up the epidermis — the
outermost layer of the skin. It is also called the spinous or prickle cell layer because of
the presence of cells with spiny arms diverging outward and interconnecting with other
prickle cells. This layer also contains keratinocytes and Langerhans cells. Its main
function is to protect against foreign materials and to produce and retain lipids that
prevent moisture loss from the skin.
Important: A pigmented clean area depends on the depth of the pigment, eventually
requiring multiple applications of DermeClean to complete removal.
Dermius can also remove and treat:
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